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            Academic writing can be challenging. It can also be fun, empowering and an opportunity to learn.

At CTL Writing Support, we emphasize writing as a process and we teach techniques writers can use at every stage. We work with writing from every discipline and with students from first year to graduation. 



      
    

  


  
    
      
      
  
    
      
            Writing Support Offers:  


    
        
       One-to-one Tutoring  
   

    

    Writing tutorials offer individual feedback from a professional writing instructor. Bring in an assignment at any stage in the writing process and learn what you are doing well and how you can improve.

We offer 25-minute and 50-minute tutoring sessions, and there is a mix of online and in-person appointments.

To book a writing tutorial, go to WCONLINE (https://uoft.me/writingcentres/). 

Instructions for Booking, Cancelling and Attending: 

Sign in to WCONLINE using your UTORid. Click on the blue UTSC Writing Centre link and it will take you to the current calendar. Available tutorials appear as white boxes. To book, just click on the white box that fits your schedule, answer a few questions and you’re signed up. Once you’ve booked a tutorial, it will appear as a yellow box. You will receive an email reminder of your appointment and your tutorial will show as a yellow box.

If you need to cancel your tutorial, just click the yellow box and click Cancel My Appointment.

For online appointments: When it's time for your tutorial, log in to WCONLINE (using the link above) and click on the yellow box that is your tutorial. In the new window, click the red text Join an Online Consultation and the web interface will open.

For in-person appointments: Come to AC-313 and a Resource Centre Assistant will direct you.

Writing Drop-In Hours for WINTER 2024: Tuesdays and Thursdays from 12pm - 1pm

Pop into AC313 for CTL’s Writing Support Drop-In Hours. Whether you have a question about a confusing assignment or want to geek out about APA style, a writing instructor will be there for you.  

Writing Support Drop-in Hours begin Tuesday, January 23, 2024 and run until Thursday, April 4, 2024.

The following instructions show you step-by-step how to create an account and book an appointment: How to book an appointment on WCONLINE



    


  

    
        
       Writing Retreats 
   

    

    Need a nudge to get started on your writing assignment? Procrastinating on a writing assignment? Feeling isolated? Writing retreats are structured online work sessions that get you moving forward using goal setting, timed writing and the knowledge that others are working too. In a retreat, you will make progress on writing assignment, learn writing strategies that can help with productivity for future assignments and feel good about writing.

We offer regular open retreats that everyone can attend, and we also offer course-based retreats. Check your course Quercus site to find out if there is a retreat scheduled for your class. 

OPEN WRITING RETREAT SCHEDULE

NOTE: THERE WILL NO OPEN WRITING RETREATS SCHEDULED THIS TERM (JANUARY - APRIL 2024).

Register on CLNx by following the links below:

	Session	Day	Time	Format (Room #)	Registration By Date
	
 

	 	 	 	 


Tip: Log into CLNx before clicking the registration links on the calendar. From here, go to Events & Workshops => UTSC => Centre for Teaching and Learning.

WINTER 2024 COLLABORATING RETREATS SCHEDULE 

COMING SOON!

	Session	Topic	Date	Time	Format (Room # / Registration Link)
	 	 	 	 	 




    


  

    
        
       Writing and Citing: Files, Resources and Tips 
   

    

    CLICK HERE to find our resource handouts on academic writing, such as tips on writing, grammar, citation and other issues.



    


  

    
        
       Common Questions about Writing Support 
   

    

    What can I expect of a writing tutorial?

In a writing tutorial, you sit down with a writing instructor, review your assignment guidelines and whatever you have written so far, whether it is a full draft or a few rough notes.

The goal is to help you with whatever aspects of your academic writing need work: planning and outlining, structuring (an entire paper or any of its elements), grammar and sentence structure, argumentation, referencing and so on. In a tutorial, we give you feedback on the assignment you bring in, and we teach you writing and editing techniques that you can apply in your future writing.

What is the difference between an in-person tutorial and an online tutorial?

Online writing tutorials are very similar to regular writing tutorials except that instead of meeting face-to-face in an office, student and instructor meet online through the WCOnline interface. There is a video link where student and instructor can see one another's faces and interact, a central whiteboard to share assignment instructions and your draft, and a text chat function.

WCOnline is a web-based interface so you don't have to download anything on your computer. What you do need to do, however, is make sure you have high-speed wireless access and are in a quiet space where you can concentrate.

What can I expect in a writing retreat?

In our retreats, everybody writes, with some useful and supportive structures. Here's the basic outline:

	Welcome, introduction, ground rules.
	Warm-up fun freewrite (NOT about the assignment!). This will make you feel positive and ready to write.
	Individual goal-setting activity. It emphasizes focus and direction, so you know where you’re going.
	2 x 20-minute writing sessions with a 5-minute break. Everyone writes. Yes, everyone: students, course instructors, writing instructors...
	Concluding reflection and time to share the progress we’ve made and set out the next steps in our writing projects.


How do I prepare for a writing retreat?

Find a quiet place where you can concentrate and get together everything you need to write: assignment instructions, ideas, outlines, drafts, reading notes, doodles, favourite mug, chocolate…

Can I email my work to CTL Writing Support and have someone correct it for me?

The face-to-face (in-person and online) contact involved in writing tutorials is very important. You take the time to bring your work in and we take the time to sit down with you, read what you’ve written and give you feedback on it. Our focus is on helping you to become a better writer, not on editing or correcting student work. It is the process that we engage in with you that helps you to understand how to improve your writing and become a better writer.

I know I have grammar errors in my writing but I don't know how to correct them. Can someone help me recognize my mistakes and teach me to fix them so that I don’t make the same errors again and again?

Absolutely! Bring in a piece of writing to a writing tutorial and we will help you identify your errors and teach you to recognize and correct them. Remember that learning to write correctly takes time and dedication. We will focus on only one or two errors per tutorial, so depending on the number of errors you may need more than one appointment. You will also need to work on your writing skills between appointments.  

 



    


  


      
          




    

  


  
    
      
      
  
    
      
      
          
    





    Writing Support

      Yes, academic writing can be challenging. It can also be fun, empowering and an opportunity to learn.




  


    

  
          




    

  


  
    
      
      
  
    
      
      
          
    
  



 
Academic Reading and Writing 
  Academic reading and writing are essential skills at university.







  

    
    
  



 
Academic Learning Support
  CTL supports students as learners and provides academic support to students in every discipline
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